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 So just forget about those self-limiting beliefs and everything you thought you understood
about aging. be your roadmap to a life of health, wellness, joy, and abundance—for now and
for the rest of the best years of your lifetime. When it comes to making positive options and
changing your quality of life, it’s never too late. And considering that today is the first day time
of the rest of your life, there’s never been an improved time to get started.If society had its
way, you’d only assume that you’re undesirable and obsolete—the dreaded “girl of a certain
age. It’s time and energy to go forward in pursuit of your dreams, deal with yourself with
kindness, and give your body the correct fuel to perform everything in its capacity. Let If Not
Right now, When?” Nevertheless, you, whether you’re thirty-five, fifty-five, or seventy-five, your
daily life is just beginning! Featuring valuable guidance about meditation and mindfulness,
food choices, and movement, this helpful instruction is designed for women of all ages who are
ready to make the proper decisions and create the lives they’ve generally needed—and make
life-altering discoveries about wish, passion, and love on the way.
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easy informative reading helpful & quick reading An absolute must have book! That is a must-
read in order to make real changes in your life! I've known Ellen for over 10 years now, and the
concepts and ideals that she shares in her publication are tried and true. I've known Ellen for
10+ years and she helped me tremendously.Because if not today WHEN? Genius! Amazing
Read! She actually opens your eyes to believing in self well worth! This book is crucial read for
anyone! I've known Ellen for over 10 years now, and .I purchased a couple of copies for
vacation gifts that may change the special people in my lives forever.. Mindy - Nashville A
wonderful, inspiring book for anyone looking to enhance their life. She has been posting these
lessons with me for quite a while now, in fact it is a classic gift to keep these things in print form
to share with my children and friends. Unputdownable! A genuine necessity in your book
collection! "If Not At this point, When?", by harnessing the power of positive energy and actions,
gives you the tools to take control of your life. By empowering your spirit, this book will guide
you through the steps to a healthy brain, body, and soul. A must read, not only for women, but
for everyone! can be an amazing book! Ellen Nalaboff's book If Not Right now, WHEN? is an
amazing book!Thank You Ellen for this gift. It is created in an readable format and has
equipment which can be implemented instantly at this time. I am forever grateful..Must go
through and great gift.! If you are looking to recharge your life or start a new, fresh
perspective, this is actually the book you want to read. IF NOT Right now, WHEN? Good query!
I had the fantastic privilege of reading this book. This book will not only change the manner in
which you eat and excercise-- it'll change how you live! If people adhere to Ellen's advice they
will learn to exist fully, enjoy every moment, and become the best possible versions of
themselves. I recommend it to everyone of most ages. Love Love Love this book!!
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